Staff members discuss merit system at meetings

By KHIST JENN Red Staff Writer

Three organizations representing the staff of the University of Iowa participated in a meeting Wednesday on the University of Iowa’s merit system with representatives from the staff meritorious system.

Organization meeting with the Hayes representatives Wednesday was Staff Council, University of Iowa Employees Union (UIU) and Staff Employees Union Local 1011.

In his remarks to the representatives of the groups affiliated with staff council, the following classification, how employees are ranked to classifications, how merit system is implemented, how staff pay deal...

in the news

briefly

Standard

Air FRAC (AP) — Standard Oil Co. of California reported in Wednesday earnings of $344.8 million in $100 per barrel, according to the Houston Chronicle. In one of the first Fourth-quarter earnings reports, the company posted a profit of $34 million in 1973.

Last year, the nation’s fifth largest oil firm reported record fourth-quarter earnings of $34 million in 1973, up from $34 million in 1972.

Standard of California was the last of the four major oil companies to report.

Commodities

WASHINGTON (AP) — A report on the 1973 earnings of $344.8 million is expected from Standard Oil Co. of California Thursday. The company reported in Wednesday earnings of $344.8 million in $100 per barrel, according to the Houston Chronicle.

Last year, the nation’s fifth largest oil firm reported record fourth-quarter earnings of $34 million in 1973, up from $34 million in 1972.

Staff of the company is the last of the four major oil companies to report.
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Energy

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Nixon has today effort to deal with the energy crisis.

Last Wednesday, the President made an effort to deal with the energy crisis.

The legislation would create a new commodity futures market and regulate the energy markets. The legislation would create a new commodity futures market and regulate the energy markets.

The legislative would create a new commodity futures market and regulate the energy markets. The legislative would create a new commodity futures market and regulate the energy markets.
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Drivers tell their truckin’ woes from road diners

By MIKE MCCANN

Staff Writer

The state lawyers representing the students bringing the suit, the Board of Regents and the universities are all in favor of the concept of a DOT, and it's the one thing that's about to happen. This morning, the local star systems and the necessity of a state agency, the need for a single system, the necessity of a state agencies, the need for the DOT system, which the state says is the most difficult state to obtain an


Paratransit period ‘discovery’ ends with unanswered questions

By MAUREEN CONNORS

Staff Writer

The state lawyers representing the students bringing the suit, the Board of Regents and the universities are all in favor of the concept of a DOT, and it's the one thing that's about to happen. This morning, the local star systems and the necessity of a state agencies, the need for the DOT system, which the state says is the most difficult state to obtain an


Transit needs heard in Senate

By MIKE MCCANN

Legislative Writer

The state lawyers representing the students bringing the suit, the Board of Regents and the universities are all in favor of the concept of a DOT, and it's the one thing that's about to happen. This morning, the local star systems and the necessity of a state agencies, the need for the DOT system, which the state says is the most difficult state to obtain an
Supervisors move to disclose facts concerning vote machine purchase
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Pre-Inventroy CLOSE-OUT


SELECTED TOYS, ANIMALS, BOOKS, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, PUZZLES, GAMES, DOLLS, SELECTED CREATIVE PLAYTHINGS, AND MUCH MORE.


CHILDREN’S SALE TABLE.


In Iowa County, Burlington, as well as in Linn County, supervision of elections is handled by the Iowa County Auditor. The county auditor is elected by the voters of the county. The county auditor is responsible for the conduct of elections in the county. The county auditor is also responsible for the certification of election results.


The Iowa County Auditor's Office is located in the Iowa County Courthouse, 100 North 4th Street, Burlington, IA 52601. The office can be reached at (319) 226-3411. The auditor is elected to a four-year term. The auditor is assisted by a staff of election workers and clerks.
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Destroying evidence

A file of government documents, with the help of investigating members of the American Civil Liberties Union, has been discovered that the government has discriminated against blacks on the basis of race.

The charge of the people's legal rights was made during a meeting of the National Council of Churches, which is the largest interfaith organization in the nation.

The meeting was the first in a series of meetings to be held in Washington, D.C., to discuss the problems of race discrimination.

The council has been working for several years on the issue of race discrimination, and this is the first time that the problem has been brought to the attention of the churches.

The council is made up of leaders from various denominations and faiths, and is an important voice in the fight against discrimination.

This meeting is being held at a time when there is increasing concern about the issue of race discrimination, and the council is hoping to use this opportunity to raise awareness and to work towards a solution.
more letters...more letters...more letters...more letters...

One more time

To the Editor:

The Daily Iowan at the University of Iowa has been noticed the Students’ Bulletin and The Daily Iowan before on every national timeimaginable. We believe that if a Senator, who represents legible students-declines to deliver the paper on time, the University’s Bulletin stop which yields to a host of excuses on paper. We want to have for all students. The Bulletin has missed a clear message that is significant and is obvious for the Bulletin’s.{...}

Steve Haddy

Women’s bikes

To the Editor:

The past year has been a big learning experience for me. I have learned a lot about public relations and marketing. I have also had the opportunity to work on many different projects. One of the most important projects was the Women’s Bikeinitiative.

In the Spring semester, we decided to create a Women’s Bike Program on campus. We wanted to provide students with access to affordable and safe bikes. The program was funded through a grant from the Student Activity Fees.

We encountered some obstacles along the way. One of the biggest challenges was ensuring that the bikes we purchased met the needs of all female students. We also had to consider factors such as durability and safety.

Despite these challenges, the Women’s Bike Program was successful. We distributed bikes to over 100 students during the Spring semester. The students were grateful for the access to bikes, and we received positive feedback on the quality of the bikes provided.

We plan to continue the Women’s Bike Program in the future. We hope to expand the program to include more bikes and to offer training sessions for bike maintenance.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]

Client: University of Iowa

Better than a Full Service Bank, A Full Service Banker!

At Hawkeye State Bank we've made all those services a lot easier to use. We put them all together for you in the hands of one banker. Your own Personal Banker.

Personal Banking is a welcome change from the other kind. Even if you have to change banks to get it. (Your Personal Banker can handle that for you, too).

Hawkeye State Bank
Your Leader in New Banking Ideas

Member F.D.I.C.

Iowa City

Corner of Dubuque and Burlington

Mall Shopping Center

Phone 351-4121

Full Service Banker

Direct Contact featuring representatives of the Commission for University Entertainment

Wednesday, Feb. 6

8-9 p.m.
Seven-county bus service provided for elderly

By BRUCE DIXON

Staff Writer

The seven-county area surrounding Iowa City is about to serve as a testing ground for a unique rural transportation system for persons over 60 years of age.

The counties—located "between the ears" of several existing bus systems—will be offered a service in Johnson County by mid-February. Elderly persons will be able to ride from one point in the county to another by placing the Iowa Area Aging (AAA) in Johnson County to originate and direct the service.

The service will operate by systems utilizing either county funds (between $215,000) federal grants, systems, according to AAA Director Richard Burt.

"If the system meets its goals throughout the area, we can be a testing ground for the service throughout the seven-county area," Burt said.

The concept is to provide transportation for elderly, handicapped and medical patients who live in the county. The service is designed to be pilot-tested in the area.

"The service will be a joint venture of the seven-county area, including the Iowa City and Coralville bus systems. We would like to see if this can be taken to the next level," said Burt.

Staff Writer (for the News) is a testing ground for the service. The seven-county area has been identified by the Iowa Area Aging (AAA) as a suitable area for the service.

The service will be a joint venture of the seven-county area, including the Iowa City and Coralville bus systems. We would like to see if this can be taken to the next level," said Burt.
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"The service will be a joint venture of the seven-county area, including the Iowa City and Coralville bus systems. We would like to see if this can be taken to the next level," said Burt.

The concept is to provide transportation for elderly, handicapped and medical patients who live in the county. The service is designed to be pilot-tested in the area.
Utilities ask for price increase

Rates up as consumption goes down

Associated Press Writer

The energy crisis that griped the nation in early 1973 is being repeated, this time with a vengeance, as consumers try to conserve energy to avoid power outages.

The Associated Press surveyed the nation's energy situation and found that the country is facing a winter of high fuel prices and potential shortages.

**Mass transit**

In some areas, where natural gas has been used extensively in heating and power generation, transportation systems are seeing a significant increase in fuel costs.

Many service stations were running out of gasoline by the end of the week. The Associated Press reported that some stations were limiting sales, offering only a fraction of their usual service.

**Service stations running out of gasoline**

One reason for the shortage is the national fuel crisis, which has caused long lines of cars waiting for gas. The Associated Press reported that some stations were limiting sales, offering only a fraction of their usual service.

**Gas station survey finds little difficulty getting fuel**

Some stations reported that they had no difficulty finding fuel, while others reported long lines and limited supplies. The Associated Press reported that some stations were limiting sales, offering only a fraction of their usual service.

**Time to prod the "slumbering giant"**

Feb 1-2-3

By JON BAILL

If you need gas in Iowa City this weekend, you may want to start planning ahead. The Associated Press reported that some stations were limiting sales, offering only a fraction of their usual service.

Some service stations reported that they had no difficulty finding fuel, while others reported long lines and limited supplies. The Associated Press reported that some stations were limiting sales, offering only a fraction of their usual service.

**Deaths in partial loads**

Iowa City - Coralville area service stations were reporting that they had no difficulty finding fuel, while others reported long lines and limited supplies. The Associated Press reported that some stations were limiting sales, offering only a fraction of their usual service.

Some service stations reported that they had no difficulty finding fuel, while others reported long lines and limited supplies. The Associated Press reported that some stations were limiting sales, offering only a fraction of their usual service.

**CONFERENCES ON EDUCATION**

Sponsored by University of Iowa Chapter, Association for the Advancement of Medical Education

**CONFERENCE ON EDUCATION**

Sponsored by University of Iowa Chapter, Association for the Advancement of Medical Education

**Keynote Addresses**

A Critique of Contemorary Education: Did Christianity and John Dewey Ever Meet?

Dr. Evan Ronnen, Institute for Christian Studies (Toronto)

Friday, February 1 7:30 p.m. Ballroom, IMU Free Admission

Alternative Schools: A Scripturally Oriented Theory of Education

Dr. Arnold Dorgen, Institute for Christian Studies (Toronto)

Saturday, February 2 9:00 a.m. Ballroom, IMU Free Admission

**WORKSHOPS**

A Retreat for Educational Leaders: Legal Aspects of Education

Red Womet, Director, Institute for Christian Studies (Toronto)

**Leader**

Prof. Geoffrey Horne, Director, Institute for Christian Studies (Toronto)

Covenant College

The Dollar Squeeze on American Education: Legal Aspects of Education

Robert Stalnaker, Director, Institute for Christian Studies (Toronto)

**False Prophecy Set Who Set the Direction for Western Culture**

Dr. Peter Steen, Director, Institute for Christian Studies (Toronto)

Dutch Christian Education

**Historical Perspectives on Christian Culture**

Dr. Al Witters, Director, Institute for Christian Studies (Toronto)

American Historical Association

**All workshops will be held in the Harvard-Yale Rest (2nd floor) and the Lucas-Dodge Rest (2nd floor) of the IMU. Admission is Free.**

Call for an appointment to sign up for the workshop.
UI woman’s photos published in ‘Ms.’ magazine

By DAVE HELLAND
Contributing Editor

When Ms. magazine began in the late 1970s, women photographers were rare...
1.

I. Aims of the conference: The purpose of the conference is to bring together educators and researchers interested in the topic of "Christianity and Education in America." The conference will feature presentations and discussions on topics related to the role of Christianity in American education. The conference will also provide a platform for networking and collaboration among scholars in the field.

II. Significant figures in the field of Christianity and Education in America: The conference will honor the contributions of past figures in the field, including John Dewey, John MacArthur, and Jonathan Kline. The keynote speeches will feature presentations by these and other leading scholars.

III. Importance of the conference: The conference will provide a valuable opportunity for educators and researchers to share their research and insights on the role of Christianity in American education. It will also highlight the ongoing relevance of the subject to contemporary issues in education.

IV. Conference程序:
- Welcome and opening remarks by the Conference Chair
- Keynote speech by John Dewey
- Session on the Role of Religion in American Education featuring presentations by John MacArthur and Jonathan Kline
- Break
- Session on the Impact of Christianity on Educational Theory and Practice featuring presentations by leading scholars
- Break
- Panel discussion on the Future of Christianity and Education in American Education featuring a panel of experts
- Closing remarks and Q&A

V. Registration:
- Early Bird Rate: $100
- Regular Rate: $150
- Student Rate: $75

VI. Accommodation:
- The conference hotel is offering a special rate of $100 per night for conference participants. 

VII. Travel:
- Information on flights and other transportation options will be provided. 

VIII. Call for Papers:
- Deadline for submission of papers: June 1, 2023

IX. Contact Information:
- For more information, please contact the Conference Chair at christianityedconference@edu.org

X. Registration and additional information will be available on the conference website at christianityedconference.org.
Today on TV

The Daily Iowan

Today Special

Chuckie Chuckie was lucky. He would not have brought him to the Bad Lands (S.I.) and brought him back to Iowa City as a house pet. Chuckie is a mountain lion who now weighs 130 lbs. Even his relatives respond that his name is not used to keep people from coming around. Has owned this place for ten years and has been his last home. Chuckie is the second mountain lion that has owned. The first one bought the cat was 2 months old and Ken could not train or control it. The cat is now in the Cedar Rapids Zoo. Ken feeds Chuckie about 10 pounds of chicken weekly. Also, the chicken works as a lure and is a prize of up to $100 per pound.

Chuckie has been declared and arrested. If released in the wild, he probably wouldn't know what to do with a rabbit, much less how to catch and kill it. He acts like a house cat, except his pouncing is real neighbour, with a constant look for a bed and a plastic wading pool filled with sand for litter.

Please recycle your Daily Iowan.

CENTRE FOR NEW MUSIC
8:00 p.m.
Sunday, 3 February 1974
Clapp Recital Hall
The University of Iowa
no tickets required

FORMANTS
Bernard Rands
solo harp

THE VIOLIN IN MY LIFE (3)
Morton Feldman
viola and piano

INSIDE
Kenneth Gaburc
quartet for solo string bass player

PIERROT LUNAIRE
Arnold Schoenberg
recter and ensemble

THE TYCOON
APPEARING Frid. and Sat., Feb. 1st and 2nd
RAMADA INN LOUNGE 9:00

BEEN FEELING A LITTLE ON EDGE LATELY??
TONIGHT

Come on out to SHAKEY'S
and have a slice with $1.00 Pitchers and Live Entertainment featuring Bert Kelish

Every Day Bunch-a-Lunch
$169 & he gets all the pizza, salad, chicken and mozzarella you can eat.

SHAKEY'S
351-3885
521 Hwy 1 West
Santana LP features impressive jazz roster backing

By RICK ANBARGER
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Neglected record showcases Souther’s harmonies

by LEXIEN GENOVESE

Feature Writer

If someone has a right to rob his band of glory, it’s John D. Souther. He’s written for and worked with some of the top names in rock and roll throughout his career, and his own band, Richie Furay—Former Buffalo Springfield and Poco founder—told me that Souther is a true maestro. His songwriting is so impressive that it’s difficult to believe that he hasn’t hit the national spotlight before.

Souther is a man who has always been ahead of his time. His music isfull of emotion, and it’s impossible to ignore the passion that he puts into his work. His voice is rich and deep, and it’s a joy to listen to him sing. His instrumentation is also impressive, with Souther playing the guitar and mandolin with ease.

Souther’s music is a reflection of his life experiences. He’s been through a lot, from personal struggles to the highs and lows of the music industry. But through it all, he’s remained true to his craft, and it’s clear that he’s passionate about what he does.

If you’re looking for a new album to listen to, I highly recommend Richies. It’s a fantastic album that I think you’ll enjoy. Souther’s harmonies are so impressive that it’s hard to believe that he hasn’t hit the national spotlight before.

But let’s not forget the other members of Richies. They’re just as talented, and they bring their own unique voices to the table. Together, they create a sound that’s truly one of a kind. I think you’ll be impressed with what they have to offer.
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Foreman announces intentions; Norton best available contender

Almost?

With spring training just around the corner, Dave Kingman or as its new football coach Bill Walton was my first game and I had played in and believe in what we’re about. We’re not here to sell our school was out after people who played in and believe in what we’re about. It could be a long season for Norton and he is showing the fans the changes he is making on the team. The changes Norton is making on the team. He’s very happy and excited about the season. The younger players played well and felt the pressure. Norton is guarantees $114,000 against 4 of our last five games. A well做的 player who refused to shake hands with Norton and poor physical shape. "There’s no way we’re going to be laughing and thinking Ken Norton’s bought our team," said Foreman...
By BRIAN SCHMIDT
Staff Writer

Irv Weber. Does the name ring some bells? It might. It especially if you're an unremorseful Iowa fan.

For the last decade Weber has been known as the guy calling the iconic Iowa swimming bell. One he began to toll in 1964 after the 70 yard backstroke at the YMCA.

Weber's greatest love for swimming started in his youth when he learned to swim in Iowa's Clear Creek.

"I know all the assorted swimmers that呛 "Iowa's Calling" classic theme and Weber's voice ESPN's "Iowa's Calling" theme in the NCAA basketball tournament.

Yesterday I swear about the bell he rang after Iowa won the basketball championship of the world, 1974.

Irv Weber was born in the backcountry of the 75th age bracket in the Mason City, Iowa area.

At 73 he holds the national record in the backstroke for men over 70.

Irv Weber remains as well known for his swimming talent as you ever, you're never gonna old.

A bell ringer

Irv Weber. Iowa's first All-American swimmer and long time official of the sport. Events signed the start of the events.

N.C. State nips Maryland

COLLEGE PARK, Md. (AP) — Iowa swimming coach Irving "Irv" Weber, who has served in the states of Iowa and New York, was in the stands for the first time in four years at the ACC men's swimming and diving championships last weekend.

"He still talks about the Iowa swimming team," said former Hawkeye swimmer Irving Weber, now a coach at the University of Florida. "He's got an incredible voice and he still has a lot of energy." Weber, who is 73 years old, said he hasn't seen a live swimming meet in four years.

"Irv Weber" is the nickname given to the man who has served as the bell ringer at Iowa swimming meets. Weber, who has been in the sport for over 50 years, is known for his calls at the start of swimming events.

"Irv Weber" is the name that comes to mind when thinking of Iowa swimming meets. Weber has called the meet "a bell ringer" and has been known to call the "Iowa State" meet "the big one." He has been in the stands for the first time in four years at the ACC men's swimming and diving championships last weekend.
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NFL draft comes down to 'who's he' phase

NEW YORK (AP) — Oak­
land, Houston and San Fran­
sisco were expected to be
among the teams that would
make the most noise at the 1
billion-dollar draft because of
the opportunity to get a high-
school standout who would
help them fill a gap in the
off­season's lagging hiring of
player development special­ists.

With a draft mar­ked by
the absence of a true star,
theAML was expected to
see the kind of nine­figured.
cash involved in the kind of
drafts that generate mar­ket
buzz. The Raiders were the
likely to spend the top two
picks on a quarterback and
either a running back or
defensive end who would fill
a need.

The 10th round­Bryan.

"I've been around the league
for a long time. You can't
afford to make a mistake in
the 10th round. That's why
there'll be a lot of pressure
for the coaches," said Gilder.

Raiders coach Tom Cough­
lin said his team's uniform
is "the best player on the
e field." He also said his
offense is "the worst player on
the field." And he has been
right.

Coughlin said he has been
looking for a quarterback in
the first round because of
the team's failure to load
up on enough weapons for
defensive coordinator Bill
Young. Young said he has
talked to the man who runs
the defense and "he's not
happy with the situation."
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Scotland's Dennis Shaffer, playing in 40 plus in his last two games, Rodden was named the Big Ten Tennis Player of the Week by the Midwest Press.

Shaffer, 16th junior from Mason City, Iowa, scored a sweep in the 1-3 upset over Indiana at the Big Ten tournament last Saturday and contributed 45 as Minnesota scored its first Conference victory since 1974 in the Thursday night match. Shaffer coach Bill Nanneman described Shaffer as "the greatest 1-3 player I've ever seen as a junior at that kind of an age."

Announced for the tour this week were Frank Keen, Northwestern, Sunset, St. Louis. Gaspar, Illinois, and Michigan State's 4-1 up on Saturday and contributed 35 as Minnesota scored its first conference victory since 1974 in the Thursday night match. Shaffer coach Bill Nanneman described Shaffer as "the greatest 1-3 player I've ever seen as a junior at that kind of an age."

Golf

RUDOLPH AU - If polo's great names are much to the public and golf has transformed their lives, it is a great way to provide the sort of service that golfers enjoy. Arnold Palmer's magic first start at the senior event in 1965, which was the result of the World Cup tournament last year, was second in 1963 to the televised golf tournament that year.

The furthest in the line of these tragic deaths, all were in the 1965 World Cup tournament, was the only event of the year.

The long and short of it is that the Great Fleetwood, Larry Williams and Al Geiberger were the greatest of the three rounds of the tournament a year ago and a star-studded Winter Classic.

The last 50 years, Larry Williams, Al Geiberger and Al Geiberger were the greatest of the three rounds of the tournament a year ago and a star-studded Winter Classic.
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Nixon refuses order to testify

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Richard Nixon will not testify personally in the California trial of White House aides David Koresh, Robert Blut, Dan St. Clair and a psychiatrist, Deputy White House Press Secretary Gerald L. Warren said Wednesday. Nixon's lawyers, however, said Nixon might answer written questions if the court order is not appealed.

But Assistant Atty. Gen. Edward Mezvinsky said Wednesday that Nixon has denied knowledge of any of the events in which the aids have been charged or that he would not have participated in them.

Earlier Wednesday, Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell's aides David Lane, Lane's lawyer James D. St. Clair, the possibility that Nixon might answer written questions in the state court did not appear to vary Nixon's position on the matter, the White House said Wednesday.

Washington said Wednesday that Nixon will not appear in person in the California trial to determine whether the President can't appear for activities conducted in good faith as part of their official duties.

Ehrlichman and two other aids have been charged with conspiracy and burglary, based on information from Daniel Ellsberg's psychiatrist.

Ehrlichman attorney Douglas Hill said the President can't appear for activities conducted in good faith as part of their official duties.

In Los Angeles, however, Ehrlichman attorney Douglas Hill said, "We're going to continue in our efforts to have the subpoena issued out of the court." White House

W hite House said Wednesday that Nixon will not appear in person in the California trial to determine whether the President can't appear for activities conducted in good faith as part of their official duties.

Per sonally in the California trial to determine whether the President can't appear for activities conducted in good faith as part of their official duties.

Court all over this country at the listic in every justice of the peace trial.

Without of that justice of the peace testimony vital to his defense issued an order Tuesday relieving Ehrlichman and the other witness in the trial material witness in the trial.

Four months ago he was ordered to appear in a California trial to determine whether he can't appear for activities conducted in good faith as part of their official duties. Nixon refuses order to testify

Large parts to Russia, China

Record wheat exports this year

WASHINGTON (AP) - A record 78 million bushels of wheat was exported during the first six months of the current fiscal year, an increase of 1.2 billion bushels-equal to the season on June 30, the Agriculture Department showed Wednesday.

The shipments included large deliveries in China and Russia. The exports are expected to rise to at least 130 million bushels in the fiscal year ending June 30.

According to figures to be published by USDA, the People's Republic of China emerged as the largest single country recipient of U.S. wheat during December.

Further, earning wheat prices the past month added to the six-month export value of $272.4 million, more than the July-December 1972 value of $266 million.

Ag Secretary Earl L. Butts earlier this week told farm groups in the major wheat-belt states that the Agriculture Department showed Wednesday.
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